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background wifi protected setup (wps) is used to simplify setting up wifi networks by
bypassing the need to know a complicated password. there are two main types of wps; 1.
push button where a button is pressed on the router and the client device 2. pin using an
8 digit number to bypass needing a complex password. both wps types can be seen in the

images below: i have a samsung notebook 9. i forgot my 4-letter password, as i tend to
change it, which is stupid on my part. i don't want to lose any of my hundreds of photos,

most of which are not saved anywhere else, also stupid on my part. with an android
smartphone, you have the ability to change the wifi password from within the phone itself.

the same is not possible with an iphone. from the above image, it's clear that for wps to
work with an iphone, the router must first be wps enabled. i was able to find a router that
was wps enabled however it was not easy to find. a lot of times when it comes to hacking,
it's not the hacker that you have to worry about, it's the users. most of the time when a
company releases a new product, they tend to release a lot of data that may be a threat

to their customers. sprint released the new nexus 2 phone, which includes a lot of
information about how the phone will be used and how the customer will interact with the
phone. there are so many devices that can be remotely hacked. from an android phone
you can have the google search app set to show a keyword of your choice, gps location,

your contacts, e-mail addresses, call history, text messages, internet history, stock
market & weather. all of this information can be accessed by the hacker in a matter of

seconds. with the new nexus 2 phone, i can control my home & garage doors remotely. i
can also control my security cameras. all of these devices can be remotely hacked and
controlled. i suggest that you make sure all devices that can be remotely hacked are

secured using a strong password.
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a majority of the android users,
every day, forget their

passwords. the device gets
locked with an incorrect

password. you need to create a
strong password to get back

into your device. the best way
to create a strong password is
to use random words that are

difficult to guess. you can
choose any other password, if

you don’t want to use a
random word. you should also
use a mix of uppercase and
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lowercase letters. you should
remember that most of the
people who use a password,

forget the password. there are
many different ways to create

a strong password. you can
choose any method to make

your password stronger.
android offers some security
features. you can choose a 4
digit pin or a combination of
letters and numbers, that will

protect your device from being
hacked by others. the geeks at
work taught me to always use

mac filtering at my router
rather than the common
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security protocols (look it up). i
add the mac address of each of

my network devices (pc,
laptop, phone, printer, etc.) on
a list of authorized hardware
(every network interface card
ever made has a unique mac

address). there is no password,
except the password on my
router configuration page

(which is, obviously, not the
factory default). no one will get

into your network, and you
simply add any visitor's mac to
the list on your router, so they

never see your password.
maximum is usually 36 mac
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addresses. a mac address
looks like this:

00:12:ad:5c:31:2b using the
password on my computer, i

can pull up the wireless
settings. i have a samsung
galaxy note 9. i forgot my

4-letter password, as i tend to
change it, which is stupid on
my part. i don't want to lose

any of my hundreds of photos,
most of which are not saved

anywhere else, also stupid on
my part. i tried the find my

mobile device, but since i had
forgotten both my samsung &
google passwords (i know, i'm
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a loser), i couldn't use this
method. i have since reset both
passwords, but since i did them

on my computer, it doesn't
recognize that the phone is

under those passwords, stating
unregistered. all the sprint &

samsung techs that i've talked
to have sd that there's no way
to unlock my phone without

losing everything. is there any
way that i can get into my

locked phone without losing all
my photos it makes me

physically sick to think that this
will happen. thank you to

anyone with an idea!!
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